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Abstract

Obtaining accurate maps of relative abundance is an objective that may be difficult to achieve on the basis of spatially
heterogeneous observation efforts and infrequent and sparse animal sightings. However, characterizing spatial distribution of
wild animals such as fin whales is a major priority to protect these populations and to study their interactions with their
environment. We have associated a geostatistical model with the Poisson distribution to model both spatial variation and discrete
observation process. Assuming few weak hypotheses on the distribution of abundance, we have improved the experimental
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variogram estimate using weights that are derived from expected variances and proposed a bias correction that accou
variability added by the Poisson observation process. In the same way the kriging system was modified to interpolate di
theoretical underlying animal abundance better than noisy observations from count data. For cumulative count data of fi
over the summers 1993–2001, the method gave a map of the relative abundance which is informative on the spatial
Kriging interpolation variances were dramatically reduced – ratio from 0.015 to 0.26 – compared to usual Ordinary Krig
raw data. Adding the hypothesis of stationarity over time the variogram estimated on cumulative data can be then u
more sparser annual data.
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1. Introduction

In ecology, knowledge of the spatial distribution
an animal population and characterization of its spa
structure are essential for ecologists to better und
stand the population’s interaction with its environme
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especially when this environment is particularly vari-
able and spatially structured(Wiens, 1989). Mapping
spatial relative abundance of animals that cannot be
captured, for example protected or marine species, is
generally done from surveys where count data are col-
lected by observers ideally following a sampling design
(Forcada et al., 1996; Canadas et al., 2002; Gannier,
2002).

Processing of observational data is facilitated by
geographical information system (GIS) software that
allows the pooling of different sources of data and
contain generally basic methods for mapping raw data
(Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). More recent ones
include standard geostatistical methods(Burrough,
2001), but the methodological difficulties that arise
from the nature of count data are simply ignored on
the grounds that linear geostatistics is distribution free
(see for exampleMaynou et al., 1998; van der Meer
and Leopold, 1995). However, more and more studies
in ecology use geostatistics to map environmental char-
acteristics(Webster and Oliver, 2001), as well as pop-
ulation relative abundance(Petitgas, 2001; Rivoirard
and Wieland, 2001; Rufino et al., 2004; Huguet et al.,
2005).

In the Mediterranean Sea, the fin whale (Bal-
aenoptera physalus, Linné 1758) is the largest marine
predator commonly observed(Notarbartolo di Sciara
et al., 2003). Several thousand individuals were esti-
mated to be present in the western Mediterranean Sea
during summer(Forcada et al., 1995, 1996). Accord-
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effort in order to map the whale distribution(Littaye et
al., 2004), but this correction amplifies the asymmetry
of the raw data distribution and generates very heavy
tailed distribution patterns by dividing some isolated
whale counts by observation times that may sometimes
be really brief.

Traditionally, such distributional characteristics are
particularly difficult to deal with in geostatistical pro-
cedures leading to poor variogram estimates close to
a pure “nugget effect”, i.e. without spatial correlation
and to kriging with strong smoothing and wide pre-
dicted kriging variances. The resulting map is not bi-
ased or erroneous but poor simply because the predic-
tion variances are too wide. The variogram, and in con-
sequence the kriging variances, sums different sources
of variability; an inhomogeneous effort distribution, a
sighting process acting as a noise – although it can be
naturally modelled by a Poisson distribution – and the
spatial variation of the whale relative abundance. Ide-
ally it would be preferable to use a variogram reduced
to the variation of the relative abundance and to filter
all other sources of noise.

A first approach to address spatial Poisson distri-
bution was introduced byKaiser and Cressie (1997)
within the general framework of spatial autoregres-
sive models on regular lattice and developed in the
case of zero-inflated models(Agarwal et al., 2002).
These models and methods generally imply Bayesian
approaches with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
for posterior distribution sampling or specific develop-
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ng to Gannier (1997), several hundreds (about 80
re thought to be commonly present in the north
art of the basin in summer with an estimation o
lobal whale density of 0.0155 individual km−2.

Precise mapping of the spatial variation of wh
ensity with such low abundances requires the co

ion of a large number of observations, covering
ciently well the area of interest. This has only b
ossible by pooling data from several sources du
everal summers. Then observations were summ
patial cells sufficiently large to accumulate enough
ervations and small enough to get a good spatial
ution on abundance maps(Littaye et al., 2004; Rende
t al., 2004). However, observations remain hetero
eous with a heavy tailed distribution pattern and co
istribution appears as zero-inflated.

When sampling is very heterogeneous it is ne
ary to divide the observed counts by the observat
ent(Griffith, 2002)due to spatial dependence. Ho
ver, the spatial autoregressive framework is not
uited for irregular sampling and for interpolation
ectives.

Another solution to distribution difficulties was pr
osed byDiggle et al. (1998)using what they calle
model-based kriging”, which is not exactly krigin
n that they used a Bayesian framework taking
ccount a Poisson observation process to predic
nderlying spatial distribution as a posterior rand
eld distribution. The method is rather computer int
ive and requires skill in running MCMC algorithm
ith Rongelap Island radiometric data,Diggle et al

1998)gave an example where data were rather
ormly sampled and where distributions tend to n
al shape (Poisson distribution with mean 3000
o zeros).Christensen and Waagepetersen (2002im-
roved the method and applied it to weed data.Wikle
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Table 1
Characteristics and contribution of different categories of survey platforms

Boat category Length range (m) Observation height (m) Travelling speed (knots) Hour of observation % of total effort

Sail boat 11–30 2–3 5–7 2169.2 65
Fish survey vessels 20–67 5–7 8–10 1000.4 30
Ferry 100–130 13–17 14–16 167.4 5

(2002)gave another example in ecology with breeding
bird survey data in the USA. Although this approach
seems relevant, it remains difficult for ecologists to
easily implement it and for a non-statistician to inter-
pret the results and appreciate their reliability within a
Bayesian framework where you have to summarize and
interpret posterior distributions of interpolated random
fields with posterior distributions of parameters.

Our aim in this paper is to provide population biolo-
gists with a simple mean to include a Poisson modelling
of the observation process into a classical geostatistical
approach and thus to improve both variogram estima-
tion and kriging accuracy.

2. Data

The fin whale sightings database used in this
study merges data from the Centre de Recherche
sur les Mammif̀eres Marins (CRMM), CETUS, the
Commission Internationale pour l’Exploration Scien-
tifique de la mer Ḿediterrańee (CIESM), Conserva-
tion Information Recherche sur les Cétaćes (CIRĆe),
Delphinia Sea Conservation, the Ecole Pratique des
Hautes Etudes (EPHE)(David, 2000; Di Miglio, 1999),
the Groupe d’Etude des Cétaćes de Ḿediterrańee
(GECEM), the Groupe de Recherche sur les Cétaćes
(GREC), the Institut Franc¸ais de Recherche pour
l’Exploitation de la Mer (IFREMER), the Muśee
Océanographique de Monaco, the Réserve Interna-
t ),
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istics of each category and the respective contribution
of each category in terms of survey effort are sum-
marized inTable 1. Sampling strategies were variable,
some boats, such as ferries and part of the survey effort
may have been non-random as these boats were trav-
elling along predefined transects or trajectories. Con-
versely, photo-identification focused surveys or eco-
tourism surveys followed a more erratic movement pat-
tern.

The observations were conducted only under fine
weather conditions (0–3 on the Beaufort scale). Only
10% of the observations were opportunistic (i.e. ob-
server looking continuously for whales but in all direc-
tions), the rest were done by 1–3 dedicated observers
continuously watching (naked-eye) over 180◦ ahead of
the vessel and switching every 2 h. A global position-
ing system (GPS) recorded the vessels’ route and any
change in the observation conditions (effort interrup-
tion or change in sea conditions) was recorded.

In this study we only considered the number of fin
whale sightings and not fin whale numbers as group
size could not be estimated properly from ferries when
whales dived as some whales were likely to be still un-
derwater and remain undetected during the ferry’s pas-
sage. Sighting number was not linked with the number
of observers aboard (Kendall’s rank correlation test,
z = −1.6049,p = 0.1085) or with the type of obser-
vation platform used (Kendall’s rank correlation test,
z = 0.0991,p = 0.921).Fig. 1shows the whole zone
where data were available.
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he Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic Under
esearch Centre (SACLANTCEN), the Sociét́e de
avigation Corse Ḿediterrańee (SNCM), the Swis
etacean Society (SCS) and the World Wildlife F

WWF, France). Available sightings data cover the
iod 1993–2001. Only data for which observation ef
ould be quantified were used.

Data were collected using three categories of
ortunity survey platforms: whale counts from sail
oats, fish survey vessels and ferries. The chara
All the count data were then aggregated on cel
.1◦ of longitude by 0.1◦ of latitude (approximatel
0 km2) in a regular grid. For each year, July and A
ust data were assembled and we computed in eac

he total number of fin whale sightings; the observa
ffort was defined as the total time (in hours) spen
erving in a cell. Finally the grid data was summ
ver the years, leading to a cumulated index over y
xpressed in number of sightings per unit effort.

Given the extensive spatial range of the data, w
imits are given inFig. 1, and with the special in
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Fig. 1. Map of all available observation data. Each cell of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦
where the sighting time was strictly positive is marked by a symbol
at its center.

terest for the International Cetacean Sanctuary of
the Mediterranean(Gannier, 2002), established on 25
November 1999 by the Governments of Italy, France
and Monaco, we focused on a smaller area that ex-
tends from 3◦E to 11.5◦E and from 41◦N to 44.5◦N. In
fact, data along the Spanish coast were only collected
in 1993 and no fin whales were observed between the
Spanish coast and Balearic Islands. Reducing the study
to the northern part of Western Mediterranean Sea cor-
responds to a loss of less than 1% of the total sighting
time.

Table 2summarizes per year the observation effort
and overall sightings results. Observation efforts are
given in numberN of cells with positive observation
time and in total duration to characterize respectively
how the effort was spatially spread over the area of in-
terest and how long it was sustained. The third and
fourth lines give the number of sighting events and

the number of cells where some fin whales were seen.
There is a high proportion of cells with zero sighting
event, around 80%. So rare sightings will be generally
surrounded by zeros even when their spatial concen-
tration varies.

Observation time and fin whale count maps are given
in Fig. 2. Note that spatial coverage may be very differ-
ent from 1 year to another and for some years may be
very sparse for some areas (Fig. 5). Conversely some
areas near the Riviera coast or along the main shipping
routes to Corsica are most often oversampled (Fig. 2a).
Consequently, the simple map of untransformed data
(Fig. 2b) reveals the fin whale occurrence as well as the
observation effort density.

3. Model and methods

3.1. Model

For all sitess belonging to domainD, we define the
model for the random fieldZ(s) by

Z(s)|Y (s) ∼ P(t(s)Y (s)) (1)

whereZ(s)|Y (s) is Poisson distributed with an inten-
sity parameter that is the product oft(s) by Y (s), t(s)
the observation time (in hours) at sites, Y (s) is propor-
tional to the animal abundance at sites and measures
the expectation of sightings for a unit observation time
a wo
s e
f ce
b n
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v
T

Table 2
Count data and observational effort per year:N gives per year the numb f
sighting activity.R denotes the number of groups of fin whales seen d ale
group seen. The last column gives the cumulative total over the 1993

Year
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

N 303 363 475 542 282 13
t 136.6 293.7 622.7 470.8 323.7 3337
R 1 62 160 79 32 0
NR 1 50 106 61 22 9
ndY (s) is a positive random field honouring order t
tationarity, with meanm, varianceσ2

Y , and covarianc
unctionCY (s − s′) which depends only on the distan
etweens ands′ noted (s − s′). The covariance functio
Y (s − s′) = Cov[Y (s), Y (s′)] may be replaced by th
ariogram functionγY (s − s′) = 1

2E[(Y (s) − Y (s′))2].
here is no additional hypothesis on theY distribution

er of map cells with observation effort,t gives the total duration o
uring this time andNR the number of cells with at least one fin wh

–2001 period. Time is given in hours

Total
1998 1999 2000 2001

228 300 400 327 11
225.9 457.3 733.4 219.8
18 69 32 37 49
17 48 23 33 24
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Fig. 2. Maps of raw data: (a) map of observation time, symbol area is
proportional to observation time in hours, (b) map of original sight-
ings data, symbol indicates the number of fin whale groups seen in-
dependently from the observation effort and (c) map of mean number
of sightings per hour of observation effort.

except the inequalityY ≥ 0.
Classically, to simplify notations,Z(s),Y (s) andt(s)

will be denoted in the following asZs,Ys andts, respec-
tively. In kriging systems,Css′ denotes the covariance
functionCY (s − s′).

3.2. Expectation and variances of Zs

As Z(s)|Ys ∼ P(tsYs) it follows directly that:

E[Zs|Ys] = tsYs, E[Zs] = tsE[Ys] = mts,

Var[Zs|Ys] = tsYs, E[(Zs)
2|Ys] = tsYs + (tsYs)

2,

Var[Zs] = t2s σ
2
Y + mts (2)

For the covariance expression, the conditional indepen-
dence of observations at different sites leads to:

E[ZsZs′ |Y ] = Cov[Zs, Zs′ |Y ] + E[Zs|Ys]E[Zs′ |Ys′ ]

= δss′ tsYs + tsts′YsYs′ (3)

whereδss′ is the Kronecker delta which is 1 ifs = s′
and 0 otherwise.

3.3. Expectation and variances of
(Zs/ts − Zs′/ts′ )

In order to characterize the relationship between the
variograms ofZ andY, we develop inAppendix Athe
expressions of the two first moments of (Zs

ts
− Zs′

ts′
). It

results that:
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Let γZ(s − s′) denote the non-stationary theoret
ariogram corresponding to the random field (Zs/ts),
e get fors �= s′ the relationship:

Y (s − s′) = γZ(s − s′) − m

2

(
ts + ts′

tsts′

)
(5)

We can check fors = s′ that Eq. (4) reduces to
Y (0) = γZ(0) = 0.

Furthermore, the conditional variance and its ex
ation are (Appendix A)

Var

[
Zs
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− Zs′

ts′

∣∣∣∣Y
]

= Ys
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+ Ys′
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[
Var

[
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∣∣∣∣Y
]]

= E

[
Ys

ts
+ Ys′

ts′

]

= m

(
ts + ts′

tsts′

)
(6)
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3.4. Estimation of variogram γY (h)

Let Zα, α = 1, . . . , n be then measurements of
Z(sα) obtained during observation timestα. The ex-
pression of a modified estimate of the variogram can
be derived from(5) and (6).

γ∗
Y (h) = 1

N(h)

n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

tαtβ

tα + tβ

[
1

2

(
Zα

tα
− Zβ

tβ

)2

− m∗

2

(
tα + tβ

tαtβ

)]
Idαβ∼h (7)

whereIdαβ∼h is the indicator function of pairs (sα, sβ)

whose distance is close toh, N(h) =∑α,β
tαtβ

tα+tβ
Idαβ∼h

is a normalizing constant andm∗ is an estimate of the
mean ofY.

The bias correction term−m∗
2

(
ts+ts′
tsts′

)
derives di-

rectly from(5).
The weights tsts′

ts+ts′
are introduced to homogenize the

variance of differences terms
(

Zs

ts
− Zs′

ts′

)
by dividing

them by a weight proportional to their standard devia-

tion
√

m
ts+ts′
tsts′

given by(6).

When simplifying(7) we get forh �= 0:

γ∗
Y (h) = 1

2N(h)

)

3

-
d
o

Y

I ts ex-
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E[Y∗
o |Y ]

=
n∑

α=1

λα

tα
E[Zα|Yα] =

n∑
α=1

λα

tα
tαYα =

n∑
α=1

λαYα,

E[Y∗
o ] =

n∑
α=1

λαE[Yα] = m

n∑
α=1

λα

So the condition for unbiasedness is the usual one:
n∑

α=1

λα = 1 (10)

In the same way the variance of the error of predic-
tion, i.e. the mean square error of prediction – MSEP
– if unbiased, can be derived by application of expres-
sions(2) and (3)to the kriging estimate (seeAppendix
B for details).

E[(Y∗
o − Yo)2|Y ] =

n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λαλβYαYβ +
n∑

α=1

λ2
α

tα
Yα

+Y2
o − 2Yo

n∑
α=1

λαYα

Then, when deconditioning:

E[(Y∗
o − Yo)2] = σ2

Y +
n∑

α=1

λ2
α

tα
m +

n∑
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λαλβCαβ
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− m∗
)
Idαβ∼h

(8

.5. Kriging of Yo

The kriging ofYo at any siteso ∈ D is a linear pre
ictor combining the observed dataZα weighted by
bservation timestα.

∗
o =

n∑
α=1

λα

Zα

tα
(9)

n order to assure its unbiasedness, we compute i
ectation:
− 2
α=1

λαCαo (11)

From the unbiasedness condition(10), we have
ar(Y∗

o − Yo) = E[(Y∗
o − Yo)2].

By minimizing this expression(11)onλi’s with the
nbiasedness constraint, we obtain the following K

ng system of (n + 1) equations whereµ is the La-
range multiplier

n∑
β=1

λβCαβ + λα

m

tα
+ µ = Cαo for α = 1, . . . , n,

n∑
α=1

λα = 1 (12)

The kriging system is often expressed with cov
nceCαβ and not variogram. From the fitted variogr
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model, covariances derive from the classical relation
C(s − s′) = σ2

Y − γY (s − s′). The kriging system may
also be expressed using variogram(Chilès and Delfiner,
1999).

The expression of the minimized prediction vari-
ance resulting from this kriging system reduced after
calculation to the same expression as for classical Or-
dinary Kriging (Appendix B)

Var(Y∗
o − Yo) = σ2

Y −
n∑

α=1

λαCαo − µ (13)

Although the expression is unchanged, kriging vari-
ances may be very different in our case because theλα

solution of the kriging system are modified as well as
the variance valueσ2

Y .

4. Results

4.1. Experimental variogram on cumulated data

We first checked that no directional effect was
present in the experimental variogram on the whole
data set collected over 1993–2001. We then computed
the corrected experimental variogram defined by Eq.
(8) under the assumption of isotropy.Fig. 3 clearly
shows the effect of both corrections, data weighting
and bias. Weights on pairs lead to a smoother exper-
imental variogram with a lower sill (Fig. 3, curve b).
E lted
f hort
s are
d nce.
A ess
t t
e e
i bun-
d
C st
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γ

w
( ter
d een

Fig. 3. Experimental variograms on corrected data over the period
1993–2001.Y-axis unit is square counts/h. (a) Classic experimen-
tal variogram computed on variableZα/tα, (b) same experimental
variogram when applying the weights on pairs and (c) experimental
variogram from Eq.(8) including mean correction and fitted stable
variogram model (dashed line).

an exponential variogram (d = 1) and a Gaussian
variogram (d = 2).

4.2. Kriging on the 1993–2001 period data

We defined a grid for prediction ofY-values that
reproduced the sample grid. The prediction grid with
elementary cell of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ also extends from 3◦E
to 11.5◦E and from 41◦N to 44.5◦N. All points be-
yond the coastline were removed so we were left with
2020 points to krige. Among these points, 1113 were
located in a cell with observedZ andt. We used a sin-
gle neighborhood for kriging, keeping all points for all
predictions in establishing the kriging system(12).

Fig. 4 (left) gives the kriged map of the expecta-
tion of whale sightings per hour, that we compare with
results obtained by standard Ordinary Kriging on raw
dataZs/ts. Overall patterns are similar but our method
seems to be less influenced by larger data values and
exhibits more continuous spatial patterns than ordinary
kriging.

Conversely, the two methods gave completely dif-
ferent variance maps (Fig. 4, right). The kriging vari-
ances are rather flat in the central region where data and
prediction grid overlap. The variances with the Pois-
xtreme values of differences on some pairs resu
rom single whale sightings that occurred during s
ighting times and the weighting system on squ
ifferences considerably reduced their importa
fter application of bias correction we can gu

hat the underlying variableY variogram does no
xhibit nugget effect (Fig. 3, curve c) and conclud

n the relative smoothness of the spatial whale a
ance. A stable variogram model (Eq.14) defined in
hilès and Delfiner (1999)was thus fitted by lea
quares:

Y (h) = c

(
1 − exp

(
−
(

h

a

)d
))

(14)

ith parametersc = 0.043, a = 28.4 and d = 1.51
Fig. 3, curve c). The fitted model with parame
= 1.51 is intermediate in smoothness betw
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Fig. 4. Comparison of krigings. Maps of kriged values (expected number of whale sightings per hour, left) and kriging variance (square mean
number of whale sightings per hour, right) for our modified kriging ofY (noted Poisson Kg, top) and for standard Ordinary Kriging ofZ/t (noted
OK, bottom).

son modelling are substantially less than with Ordinary
Kriging, and are modulated by the observation effort.
The ratio between kriging variances ranges from 0.015
for the cell with the highest observational effort to 0.26
for the area with no data around. The kriging variance
does not depend solely on the geometrical configura-
tion of data, but is rather proportional to the inverse of
the observation effort when available. This results from
the modification on the kriging system that filters the
variance of the observation process from the variance
of the spatial whale distribution itself.

4.3. Kriging annual maps

With a hypothesis of stationarity in time from 1
year to the next, we can assume that the variogram
model is the same for yearly data and for cumulative
data. So annual experimental variograms that would
not have been correctly estimated because of a low
amount of data (cells with positive observation effort)
and an extremely low number of actual non-null counts,
is simply modelled by the variogram fitted on cumu-
lative data. Three years, 1994, 1995 and 2001 were

taken as example and respective count-per-hour data
and kriging results are given inFig. 5. Because years
1994 and 1995 differ a lot from 2001 in their obser-
vation effort, we added annual observation effort maps
and the associated kriging variance maps which take
them into account (Fig. 6). Even when we limit the
comparison to regions with low kriging variance for
all 3 years, some changes in the spatial distribution
patterns of fin whales can be noted from 1 year to
another.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The proposed mapping method which is a kriging
written specifically for the Poisson distribution case is
no more difficult to implement than Ordinary Kriging.
However, standard software must be modified, which
is quite easy with some statistical software such as R
(R Development Core Team, 2004)as done by the au-
thors, but can be more problematic with some program-
ming plugged in GIS commercial software or with user-
oriented packages(Ribeiro and Diggle, 2001).
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Fig. 5. Maps of sighting data (mean sightings per hour, left) and kriged expectation of whale sightings (expected number of sightings per hour)
for years 1994, 1995 and 2001.

The variogram correction and the kriging based
on this ad hoc modelling gave maps that were suited
to ecologist’s needs and consistent with other studies
(Forcada et al., 1996; Gannier, 2002). The gain in vari-
ance in the error of prediction is substantial compared
to Ordinary Kriging. The fin whale data set was quite
extreme considering the heterogeneity of observation
effort and the very low values for the expected den-
sity – the parameter of the Poisson distribution – so
we believe that the proposed method will be able to
give equivalent results in many other applications in
ecological surveys.

One advantage of the proposed method compared
to the model-based geostatistics proposed byDiggle et
al. (1998)consists in the absence of hypothesis on the

distribution pattern of the underlying animal density.
There are no natural reasons for it to follow a log-
normal random field as required in theDiggle et al.
(1998) or Wikle (2002) approaches. Conversely, the
drawback of our model’s free spatial density is the
possibility of obtaining negative mapped values. For
fin whales this happened exceptionally in regions of
lowest density with negative predictions whose abso-
lute values were negligible. A simple way to solve the
difficulty was to set at zero the rare negative predic-
tions, so the MSEP was reduced overall. However, if
such negative predictions based on positive data be-
come more frequent, this could suggest that the cho-
sen variogram model is wrong, especially for short
distances.
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Fig. 6. Maps of observation effort (hours, left) and kriging variance (square mean number of whale sightings per hour, right) for years 1994,
1995 and 2001.

Another problem introduced by kriging is its behav-
ior when no more data are available in a nearby neigh-
borhood. Standard ordinary kriging gives the overall
mean as prediction with an error variance equal to the
data variance. Our modified kriging behaved the same
way and gave prediction for southern parts of the map
that are close to the annual mean with an error vari-
ance based on the fitted variogramγ∗

Y . This also ex-
plains why extrapolated areas without close data are
not mapped with the same value for the different years
in Fig. 5. For annual maps with sampling that spa-
tially varies among years, we could decide that the
estimated mean for 1 year may be biased or too impre-
cise. An alternative would be to use the mean ofY esti-
mated from the all-year data set in each annual kriging
system.

The question of stationarity must also be addressed.
Kriging methods are generally robust. Discrepancies
from strict stationarity do not significantly change pre-
dicted maps and only variances of prediction may be af-
fected. In our case it is different because we use the esti-
mated mean for correction at two stages of the method.
We checked that addition or suppression of areas which
are probably a poor habitat for fin whales, such as, for
example, the Gulf of Lions or the eastern part of the
Gulf of Genova, do not lead to systematic bias due
to a overall non-stationarity. Adding areas with quasi-
exclusively null count data lowers both the estimated
mean used for bias correction and the experimental var-
iogram values on raw data, so the corrected variogram
remains quite unchanged and in consequence produces
locally very close kriging estimates and variances. Our
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method seems to be as robust as the standard Ordinary
Kriging.

We considered sighting event counts rather than fin
whale counts mainly because the group size estimate
was not always reliable but also for consistency with
the Poisson model. Groups were not so frequent but
when groups were observed, whales were obviously
travelling or feeding together(Notarbartolo di Sciara
et al., 2003)invalidating the Poisson hypothesis of in-
dependence between individual sightings. So we chose
to consider groups of fin whales and we then assumed
that the observations of groups were mutually indepen-
dent.

A last point about whale density maps is the pro-
portionality between maps of relative abundance and
our maps of sightings expectation. The maps we ob-
tained are well-suited for interpretation of spatial pat-
terns or for potential whale surveys, but are not directly
useful for quantifying total abundance. To convert our
kriged map, which is expressed in whale sightings per
hour, to an abundance map that will be expressed in
individuals by km2 we need accurate estimates of two
multiplicative coefficients: the first is the mean area
covered per hour of observation which depends only
on the observation process, the second is the mean size
of observed groups of whales which is slightly greater
than 1. With values ranging from 4 to 9 km of transect
per hour and with 1.6 whales per group, the map of
relative abundances inFig. 4is consistent with the data
of Gannier (2002)who gave a summer abundance in
t of
t 0 km
o 93–
2 of
0
fi
s our
d

s by
O ig-
i pi-
d the
r red
w os,
s tion
w s
t
p vari-

ogram – this term included the weights and the binomial
variance form – and a modified kriging system spe-
cific to the binomial but based on the same reasoning,
which was what we did in the Poisson case. The re-
sulting maps and the associated kriging variances were
clearly improved(Oliver et al., 1998). However they
did not introduce weights to homogenize variances of
each squared difference in the experimental variogram.
Although the expression of this last correction term has
to be checked in the binomial case, it is probable that
their experimental variogram estimate can be further
improved.

Beyond first comparison simply based on advan-
tages or drawbacks between model-based geostatis-
tics proposed byDiggle et al. (1998)and the Pois-
son model kriging we propose, a detailed comparison
on large data sets for different conditions would ap-
pear to be necessary. Another perspective is to extend
the present methodology to multivariate geostatistics
(Wackernagel, 1995)to address multi-specific spatial
distribution as inRueda and Defeo (2003).
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Appendix A. Expectation and variances of
(Zs/ts − Zs′/ts′ )

In order to characterize the relationship between
the variograms ofZ andY and to determine adequate
weights or correction terms, we developed conditional
and non-conditional expectations related to the quan-

tity
(

Zs

ts
− Zs′

ts′

)
using Eq.(2).

E

[
Zs

ts
− Zs′

ts′

∣∣∣∣Y
]

= 1

ts
E[Zs|Ys] − 1

ts′
E[Zs′ |Ys′ ]

= Ys − Ys′ , E

[
Zs

ts
− Zs′

ts′

]
= m − m = 0

The expression of the non-conditional order-2 moment
(4) is derived from Eqs.(2) and (3)

E

[(
Zs

ts
− Zs′

ts′

)2
∣∣∣∣∣Y
]

= 1

t2s
E[(Zs)

2|Ys] + 1

t2s′
E[(Zs′ )

2|Ys′ ]

− 2

tsts′
E[ZsZs′ |Y ] = Ys

ts
+ Ys′

ts′
− 2δss′

Ys

ts

+ (Ys − Ys′ )
2, E

[(
Zs

ts
− Zs′

ts′

)2
]

= E

[
Ys

ts
+ Ys′

ts′
− 2δss′

Ys

ts
+ (Ys − Ys′ )

2
]

F

Appendix B. Variance of the error of kriging in
Poisson case

The expression of this variance is derived from the
kriging estimate definition

Var(Y∗
o − Yo) = Var


( n∑

α=1
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Zα

tα
− Yo

)2

 ,

E[(Y∗
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λαλβYαYβ
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or s �= s′, we also have
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hen, from the unbiasedness ofY∗
o :
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After minimization onλα, i.e. resolution of the kriging
system, we obtain as kriging variance (Eq.13):

Var(Y∗
o − Yo) = σ2

Y +
n∑

α=1

λ2
α

tα
m +

n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λαλβCαβ

− 2
n∑

α=1

λαCαo = σ2
Y −

n∑
α=1

λαCαo

+
n∑

α=1

λα


 n∑

β=1

λβCαβ + λα

m
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= σ2
Y −

n∑
α=1

λαCαo −
n∑

α=1

λαµ

= σ2
Y −

n∑
α=1

λαCαo − µ

which is the usual expression for kriging variance.
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